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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
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(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 ~ :Ji 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
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D~J't)mn-teB OK\d pl~tst ok.t \--\ n~+~Teeci. ~~ ~ L are. ~~'Q e.n'krfn~ "?) ~: X d. ~ 1\R_ 
Transportation: ~ ~n~ ~, fho.eh waL1 LM1e, ~- a:. 4-. 
(unsatisfactory) 1 __ 1 2 3 4 5 \ (very sa;=~ ~ments: M, q>)() ltn - ~ ru1\ei- "'-eM lh 
Entertainment: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 0 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ lfea.stretb~ - +tra ~4-L ~ran. o..t a( d'le-  0\l~~ ~ --tu.s+, (..0!.. ~ 
Overall Rating: ~\A ~ cWl.n4-~ .)t\ ~ '5~ ~ 
(unsatisfa.ctory) j 1 2 0 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 1f~ ~~:! ~L 'our 
..., . ., t:a-. , \/~. (.(,(1~ ~ Urrf..t,.~~'.);. I reat ~"~. Cft19Y'a~Vd.'h?.Vt~ ·~S ~erirt.~ ~n,~tt~' ~ cK<Sl\3\J't'~ ~ M ~ o-....qrea~'lot~ W\11'-tlnP \1\110("~.-< 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. · 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 1 1- 2 3 (3) · 5 1 (very satisfactory) Comments: A-- ~ ~ V\AMl.J-~ 
'- ~0 LA.~ ~ ~ cJi;..A ~ -~~ -.j.. ~ ~ ~((J 1 ~ll\./'r Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
1 1 2 3 4 5 1 (very satisfactory) Comments: 
/.1 I 1 2 3 4 @) J (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~- ~- Z 3 {!? s I (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ J v..i CJ -
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 Z 3 @ S I (very satisfactory) Comme?ts: <(l.. ~ \fl\8./:> ~ , . ;::_._, 
~ Df'-tMJ2>- - ~ LA~ ~ 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
1 ~ --~2 3 0 5 1 (verysatlsfactory) Comments: ~tr ~~~ ~~ 
~ ()v) \foM ~ {.w_ ~ ~ 
I 1 2 3 4 @ I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 ---2-- 3 4 5 -j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
1 (unsatisfactory) 1 2 3 0 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~ 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: ~ 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 6J 5 j (very satisfactory) Comments: 1-'\. 9 c; i o 't: ~ CS@ s s t 0 ~ 5 
v.;a.tre... v e. v~ f.J-.o-0 c( -I \k... ~ o V'1. e. c.t+s es £Lc:¥1-
Focus of Conference: -~ol "'-- + i fJ't e w * ~ *-I I 0 c..bl-ftLc/- w- 'f-'41 's I I ott vt//4 &.t.l t- i'""o ~fA- f-, CL.I,- ~ t- o,{:l (unsatisfactory) 1 z 3:: {5J s (very satisfactory) Comments: FoUL{ tP ~S _ef€c.Le v4/ 'i 
0 /4._ J'l-( ~ "'- H 0 r/ € #~ J{.. 'fti...Uf e Wt t-4!. 
Conference: Paclcet: S Pu-t~ S ~ Ia- ~ -4h o """- 5 vt l.Cf ~ ~{..) ~ tee K._ 
(unsatisfactory) 1 .. _ 1 Z: 3· C) s j (very satfs!actory) Comments: 1 u-c-~-
. f7 tA-P - '5 CU.I(_ e_ y Jilf jiJ ev (If-~~ $~ 
Accommodations: f,CoC/ ft..e;c;r-e_ o ~ ~ S w t....o t/"o v-:Jc.--1--h 6v-"u...y 
(unsatisfactory) j 1 {j) 3 4 s- I (very satisfactory) Comments: · ~-Co' ;:t e - . 
OWUI rc:n::" P-f u...J H-s ~~ 1-f cit~ f-/-'Se...vut' Ce. 
Food: wJ/-S c.:evr_/roo~;:_ !~?c/t~ Lo t..A:Jvrk-k. I <"') ~c::;;ev(_./1 c.e Wv.e.v- v-r ~C/f bee.~ 0 s,(L v( (unsatisfactory) &4/2/ 3 4  (very satisfactory) Comments: r~ V(..l Pis ~~ ~ .r.. Q. - S' o 
. t_.- - tt?rtJ<A-v<-e c/ _/1 So /Sorr-r-r ev( f4f.. 
?e v c./ t e.- e w f:1-S ve..A/"'-1 r._6-0 v 'f/- 1 ek:!.- ; f- u_; e. e (..{ ~ #-/ ev- - ~e "'1-C(' 
Entertainment: ct( d""" If- ?ef/ J4 t2: EiHr-d- ~ - ~ (It, ( r- ro s s ( bl e (b Ja_E eof 4 
(unsatlsfactoty) I t 2 ~ • s I (verysatlsfactoty) u::t,;,ts: 6=t..tc/4v P be f L~-._ 
fov-;,Cj <;;~e~~ H-#'rec.-- oltV--~,_ e_~"<....~ 
Transportation: ~? .- p;-(? 't._ ~ ~ a-o v- .1/"fZ.t!.. e.~ !/at; ~ ;:._ 
.--I -----.n--------.1 'VhJL r "'--s ~-- /..J ~o k/4 - / . ~ c:..u.L....a_ (unsatisfactory) 1 2 & 4 5 (very satisfactory) ColfJments: b£.e. 7e L fo ~ ;jv-~T (...,(/ o4$ ::::{ 
0 L c?'o v 'rh_vr o7i;-y 11-~ £.1:/ ·;;::; fC'H>r --_,__gA 
Cost: ,...-----------=-.....--___, W t;.o Uffc. -~ 0 ~/e.v LE- vU~cl~h 
(unsatisfactory) j 1 2 3 V 5 I (very satlsFact~.j} .t..c"onfar~~ fu rJ ~ ~Vt'av-c_ c:? ??~ \_ 
<9A_---
Overall Rating: ......J.-.f -
(unsatisfactory) ~ 2 f/;£3 4 5 I(very satisfactory) Comments: f ;..e 5e 5'7 !'C) ~ (,U ~ ~ e '--' ~ '-'y 
Crrnrd¥- t=k ~roDe ~~- tJ-o/rc;;6fevcr CA.J/co~~ 
~ s c ~ ~ _ ~ t/"" ~f7 e a.c e.u__r-s. -.... 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
b.J~- ...,_,._ 
1 1 2 1 0 s 1 (very satisfactory) Comments: r r ._~. 1 ~.;_, { ~ , ~,_:: ) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 Z 3 G) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 @ I (very satisfactory) Comments: "'~ p-r ~ ~ 
Accommodations: 
(unsatlsfa_ctory) I 1 z 3 Q 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: r f- l'''f...A-
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
l 1 (!) 3 4 5 j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~- 1 Z 3 (9 5 -~ (very satisfactory) Comments: 
/,~, r-"'1 r--1" 1 kd 1 ..Jr-~ 
~ I y-<1, I -'--"1 
G~; ,_ .k- :z;;--.~ s;~ y--r: ( 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: l L. """' rr/ - w <- c-
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 @ 5 J (very satisfactory) Comments: Y'/ U\A.. 
Overall Rating: L " "'\ 
1 (unsatisfactory) 1 2 3 ~ 5 (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
I 1 z ~ 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: .r r~ f~ 
~ 
- .A /? [1-- - ~ -;-uj (very satisfactory) Comments: l ( 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 m 4- s I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
I (j) 2 ~- 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Liv>-...~ cptt~ Comments:(~ 
~r~e 
• 
S' ftLU .- ~Y1'\blfl. ~ 
~ 
(unsatisfactory) ~- 1 2 (!) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 ) {3J 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
r- -..-- 2 c.!> 4 5 1 (very satisfactory) Comments: :r+ T-GjUt ~ 1 ffru. 'It! YJfc It 
Q)~ 
(unsatisfactory) ~- 1 2 G) 4 5- j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
{unsatisfactory) I 1 --;-u 4 5 1 (very satisfactory) Comments: ~~t:>~~~ ~(~~~~~ 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory} 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory} 
Conferenct Paclcet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory} 
Food: 
11 u-- -2 3 4 (!/ I (very satisfactory} Comments: 
~-- 1 2 3 4 (p j (very satisfactory} Comments: 
., 
[ 1 2 3 4 (!) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
[ 1 2 3 4 @ j (very satisfactory} Comments: 
(unsatisfactory) r- 1----2 3 4 (!) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
/ 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 <f) I (very satisfactory} Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory} I 1 2 3 4 ~ I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory} ,. 1 2 3 4 (? I (very satisfactory} Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) j 1 2 3 4 6/1 (very satisfactory) .. Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: t,c :f- tlffis ~ 
(unsatlsfactaty) 1 , 1 J 4 ro 1 (vaysatlsfactory) Comments: a-£&!,-
~· t'tb . 
Focus of Conference: 
(u~actory) 1 1 z " • (!) 1 (vay satisfactory) Comments; ~ ~I 
Conferenc~ Paclcet: f:A#II,'L~'., ~ ,4. ·as&. 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 z J • Cll (vay satisfactory) Comments:,..,:s;.7fi'AA~'fl~ 
AccommodOtlons: 
(unsatisfactory) 
~,_ fa8c-r /liiM 
1 l z ~ & s 1 (vay satisfactory) eomments:.:;'#-t' f.2Y-.i."" 
- ~·ta~ Food: 
(unsatlsfactoly) [ T Z J 0 5 I (very satisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 Z 0 4 5 I (very sadsfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
[ 1 2 3 4 {!)I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
,- -,---2 3 (!) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~ r 1- - ·-; 3 C!J 5 1 (very satisfactory) 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
,--....,. 
I 1 - - 2 --- 3 4 ~) ] (very satisfactory) Comments: 
I 1 2 -3 -------:; ---0 (very satisfactory) Comments: 
--.. 
(unsatisfactory) [ 1 2 3 4 ~ (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
l 1-~ - - ;~~~3 c!) -~5- 1 
1 ([) 2 3 4 5 J 
1
- -1- --- 2-~-----; It) 5 ... , 
'--/ 
I _ fl S:!:Jtre/l /1--0~~ 
(very satisfactory) Comments: fA.,>e_ V1_9-0C o..-- 0 . 
~ ..1~ ~~ c:...-~~ L.-1/, pOd'r--
Coy,~+t 'o>v-... 
(very satisfactory) Comments: <ZitYt s 1 's ~,~ h-o ! 1 If';/ P _, 
~ /q_fe_ c:j- f/1-<J j- as ~r£ o-~.12/Lpx- c7'-f'>cR__,.. 
f_/ V?.f? ..[' we 1-€... h...o r -1--o-b Cf'Y'E' a:.,./~ e ... ~( .. :rt(Q.v- . 
(very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 0i 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: c,.J~-:2~re I ~~.J ,~T 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
\ 1 2 -~ 3 -- (4 J 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
c:::::: 
-I 1 2 3 -~) s j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
...... 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) j t 2 {J) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Focus of Conference 
(unsatisfactory) j 1i 2' J {!) s j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: . 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
-[ t 2 J. • eJ I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
[ t 2 6) 4 s I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
I , 2 3 4 @ 1 (very satisfactory) Comments=_9)~r/-tJ.-""' ....... ~/ li 
I ~¥~~ 
1 2 3 4 t.J I (very satlsfactOJy) CDmments:~ f"C"- . . 6--} 
[ l- 2 3 4 {:_) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~- l----2 rtJ 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
[ 1 2 3 lj 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 J 4 q) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 ~· 4 % I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 z J.. 4 G;} ) (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodatfons: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1' 2 ~ 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) [~® J 4 s, I (very satisfactory) Comments: -n~ -HIVe m Ao1!'(.) I 
. J 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 J 4 (1:) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 z 3 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) J 1 Z 3 4 ---~ J (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 Z C!) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: .JIJ"V ~.ll?wJI'J.S " ..(AC4 41' ~.ec .. .,~ 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
· this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 J. 4 {5) J (very satisfactory) Comments: 
_. 
Focus. of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conferenc~ Packet: 
[ -,, 2 s 4 CJ (very satlsfadoly) Comments: 
........... 
(unsatisfactory) [ 'l 2 ~- 4 ( s) j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) j 1 2 J;. 4 ~)I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
-
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
l 1 2 3 c '9 5 nl (very satisfactory) 
I 1 1 3 4 {0 (very satisfactory) Comments: 
I 1 z 3 4 [s] (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~- 1 2 3 4 Q J ·(very satisfactory) Comments: 
[ 1 2 3 4 (f) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
I&.L.c..n--"""'l' ,4-1• c J_,_ -~ 
~ 
Conference Evaluation 
(unsatisfactory) 
~ce: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
1 2 s 
l L ~ (5)l'} ~1~=.,~ 
t % 
I t z J; e s l· <ver;r~ory) Com2e'!ts: ~(~A ~ ~. 
. - ~,(A/ #9=9-ih~, 
11 .2 G • s !<very-~) Cgm~~.~df:..'t!-
r---=-;:--------~ ...... :tD ~ ~~/;. '.4 ~ ~' (D 2 J • sj~~· 
I 1 2 3 4 .. <!JI (verysatlsfactory) Comments:~~~~-
?k~ X~~ d..-Y/rt, 
[1-(!) J • s]~~ 
I 1 2 3 4 (!)! (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~ ....;._~-~- . 
~ I u 1 -- - ~- ~ IiJ 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) I t 2 3 (!) 5 j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2: 3 Q 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) j t 2 J 4 {Y I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 ~ 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 {il 4 5 J (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 @ 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) j 1 2 3 @ 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) ~- -1 - - 2 ---3-W 5 j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
1 (unsatisfactory) 1 2 3 (4) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 J f) s I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Focus ofConference: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1· z (!) • 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments; 
Conference l'aclcet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
~ 
1·. 1- -~~% c:9 4 s; 1 (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~~ 1 2 @ 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~ I . 1 .. (£jT~3 4 s~-J (very satisfactory) Comments: 
I 1 ~z-·--;-·-4·-5-. J _<very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 {i 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) l 1 2 (j} 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
1 (unsatisfactory) 1 2 {j 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~f-~ 
~-~~ 
~~-
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality ofSessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
I 1 2 J (32 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: tJ.,-~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 
~)-~~· 
I 1 2 J 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
j l z:: !" 4 (9 I. (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ J ~ 
~~-z J @ 5 I (verysatlsfactory) ~omments: /}11~ IJirlA.L. ~f ( ~~ ~; ~ ~ t,.,... c:).... 'Z. 131(.. ~) 
11 &--Q/ 4 5 I (very satlsfaclclfY) Comments: e.).N ®£ Oirt> ~ f ~- ,/wJ--~~ ~.s.f~. ~~ ~~ r- .h:W~ ~- ,--- (J 
I 1 2 d?:-{V 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J}J: ~~15::"__ ~~(~~?. ~)­~A~~~~~.~~~~ 
1 1 z 3 .. s 1 <~ Comments: Gnrl r AI"'- . 
I 1 2 3 4 ~ j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
I -~ -- - 2 3 ~ 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ -u:J ~ ~ 
~~· 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: ~ tdf lilf· ~._e--.;(" )lr -,-P, 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 z 3 (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ ~ ~ r. 
j r~~·~J..·r.• J,f (unsatisfactory) 1 z J (2 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: -- 7 1 ~ ~~ ..e.J-_J. 4.. &...~Y ~~, 
Focus of Conference: 
----- . ..~~ 
Conference' Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
Comments: ,ti.J~-zLj_· ~ .:"' •• A.J:r ~, .,lfC.C ... -L.Z../ .. .£1.~ t J&;../.. r 
~.,. ... £ .... ,,.~-c.,.. ,.~ ............ 
[ 1 2 J 4 C!.?} (very satisfactory) 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 z 3 {!? 5-. I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) I ~"~-~~· j 1 z 3 ~ 5 (very satisfactory) Comments: -.;f  /), - • .., *~ /1 ~-
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 (i) j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
I 1 z 3 4 c 511 (very satisfactory) Comments: 
- ~.,..,, :Ja~ A.:... td---~ 
Comments: , ,. -M ..A&-:. I__- .._ ~ .t.c 1. ~ 
__.., "'**- r · ~ 7. - tl'c ,_ ~
~·1*" ~~--~,~,..., •• .. 
\ 1 Z 3 (~(very satisfactory) 
\ 1 2 3 4 {f) (very satisfactory) Comments: a,._.,,~~ ~-f ••• • ~ 
,.._-R c::& ... .;/'.c.( .,4... . 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions; 
(unsatisfactory) ~~ ff'ev'J ~ .,_j i J h c. .Jo,/7 . · 
v...... J."'J..s -(1..;; 'J-e6tv, 
I 1 2 3 (3} 5 -J (very satisfactory) Comments: f1. ~ s f 
;:r.. e.,.c~w. ... .krl) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) ,- -1 2 3 4 {!) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Packet: 
_, 
(unsatisfactory) r -1 2 3 .. 0 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) j 1 {3) 3 4 S J (very satisfactory) Comments: F ~ ( + /~ke fl1 .. kl '. 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) [-1 2 @) 4 5 J (very satisfactory) Comments: Q. ""- ... ( ; f '7 l-.1 'L.J ven.., '~., .( b'1. +-
. / ,) 
Entertainment: 
S("tfVJ(C.. Cit.,j '?IA..~"'thf-'7 ;...Jf!N: ~,_,. 1- 7 . i .(, 
(unsatisfactory) r· 1 2 3 4 C!:>l (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 5 j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 n - -3- 4 ---@} I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory} I 1 2 ---- 3 c~----5- J (very satisfactory) Comments: I' I I r~ CJ_..fe~hcC Sr'-k. di'J"" 'f >-e~-
11 / n. r-t...... c 4_.._ (/_,_ ... '7 '- ~ !-- J2", f, ~-,_5 
:.J~r -:-..:_o .. ~V"""'P~..tC(_ 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Paclcet: 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
( u nsatlsfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
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Conference Packet: 
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Cost: 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
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Conference Packet: 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges- ,. / 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
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Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 c9 5 I (very satisfactory)' Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 (!2 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 @ · 5 .. ] (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) r 1 2 tj:) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~I vl)IA' S .:::NJ P,t... ,' IV\ ~!.. r v.P¥'-
7,.-":)"'\ v-~":<t'--t: • S"f!'T l'f•t\ It f" 
t.AHr5 ~o--r ~ [ ~. 
12- r!-fo·~..._ 'fi-\._ c~/'!.t-<-•' "- ~~ ~ 
--:""' -- ...... I .t I ; 
::;. . ..:., 0 ~ c._ J-/I'Jr.f~ /. ,;· ,.., 'I I/"! ......... ~~~-~ 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
I 1 2 g;z 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 5~ rd c7""7) i ~Pir' Quality of Sessions: (unsatisfactory) 
focus of Conference: ~ 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 ~-3 CJ 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 =t!JI (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
I(!>~ 2 3 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: J edj / J ---1-n YL 
ll(:) 2 3 4 5 I (very satlsfactOf)l) Comments: [; j,_.IJ ft-o i?J-.,WfiS 1~ 
r-o S~;t-j .? 
, CA/1/c -~~ '/ 
~~~ 
1/.J ,ff-~3~d}~~ ~ 2 3 4 5 j (very satisfactory) Comments: • f/w..r~ :ty  ar~--&~~ ~14L ~ ~~ r-----~--.~<4 ~ s....,_~a, .ptSq/f-jl<~>-• ~~ 
I 1 2 3 ~ 5 I (verysatisfacto~) Comments: L_ ~ ~d- t(d-c1{ ~~rf ~ a~1_ ~~J )!;.:.A; =-f/ 0 
1 1 2 n 4 5 1 (very satisfactory) ~mments:7 ;;;;:;~~ ,_...._ ~--//~ ~~ ~ ~~r~~.} /L 
~ 2 3 4 ~ (very satlsfactOf)l) 

Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
I -,-----2- 3 @ 5 I (very satisfactory) 
1 1 2 3 ~mJ (very satisfactory) 
""'e:> 
Comments: a/- (Z441- ~~u_ c'Yl..£.j ( 
4 ~~/- I /U!.tVul y'b(Ui-Uj 
~~-t fiL'ut~ 1-:J . 
Comments: rA ~ ~ 
~~~ L__ 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 (5) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 f-'i-~) 3 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Co"!ments: (J.-tt/~~ Cz..."'~~ 126/ 
z::::;; q jJjlM1VU~ ~ Cf{£Ut ~~" J ~OU/fU7"'-< 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
I 1 2 G/~ 4 ; I (very satisfactory) Comments: ~lj~L ~-It_ yt{ ;ie . .tff: ~ 
~ ~ .:5jJ~ ~ /1~~'1 5~~ 
I 1 2 3/(4) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: j-<) ,l ~[c{/ 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 ~~] (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: \ ,, J 
(unsatisfactory) 1 2 ~) 4 5 . . (very satisfactory) 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
I 1 --2 3 eJ 5 J (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ ~ ,; ,-u l!r ~d" 
~~-
1 1 2 3 4 5 j (very satisfactory) Comments: ? 1to ~ ~/ ;§C<.e. ~ / ~ 
- ~'Jr~-
I 1 2 3 4 {J) I (very satisfactory) Comments: ~~ ~4-~ 
I 1 2 3 4 @ I (very satisfactory) Comments: ~II ;;;,_YI Sa c1: ---'-'1' ~ 
lA-A-~~~ -'lro ~ 
~vt; -~--~~~~~-
1 1 2 (!) 4 5 I (verysatlsfactory) Comments: t1~~/duflcy~~ ~F 
t:l ~~ (A.A ~~-~ 'U -w~.O~ 7 . ALa~y/~(1~ . I 1 2 3 @ 5 j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~- 1--- 2~- 3 {j) 5 --~ (very satisfactory) Comments: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 (j) j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
1 
j 
(unsatisfactory) 1 2 3 (!} 5 (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation I 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: \l o-.._ • ·.A__ • ~ b\ ~~ \)~ 
Cumat§sfae/Oq') I 1 z (!) 4 5 I (verysaUsfae/Oq') Comments: ...t .S\ ~0:: .1.. ....,.l.Q ~ ~-- · 
o~Q .. ,s .a.:~ ~-t- _g_~~ .. "'-t~ 
FocusofConference: ~ .. o·?': p+\~~ .... ~ w~ 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 ([) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: ~\s 'rf'o',.....~::\ · ~-+ S. 
<:...,...4. ~~ Wo.A.. F-... 
..,:::X: 1(.- • , t . 
~ l.a- ~ .o. ~; ,Js \,)""' Conference Packet: 
. . ""' ~tN-c. • ~ ., -'~-1 (unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 <V 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: • ~ eu.r. a..0..1.... 
D )> ft \ ...... \ \• ~ t. C:..0. 0-a•a. • • ~~ ' 
Accommodations: "\4¥\- ~n '-0~os · ..... ._.j'"'•v~--.."' ~ua ' 00 · ~~! ,.._ 0 • ' * 
------ I~' • ,.._ l-~~p_....... ~~ v ··*'· ~·, .J • (unsatisfactory) \..!,..-~ 2 3 4 5 (very satisfactory) 1 Commen : - 4 -LD 
tle; \4L SQ:~ S\~ ~. P<lk ~\Q*.l1..\... ,....__ 
F d. ~ ~ , t c::o.._.~........ · • • l..\re-s • Eo-.\\~~ 
oo . ~ott'\.\ f\o."'j~ • 4. J.l.t nc 'eM • . • ~ .• ~cia 
- (unsatistal,ry)"CJ z 3 4 5 : (ve:saUsfactory) Comn:e"~' .,.._,,.~~?~s~~· -tt-~ 
.L;,~~~ ~c\ $'~:~<! :t: f~ "•S• ~~~ .. ~ ... 
Entertainment: ~na.. \l.l6 ca.. -... -'- ,.,.. f'PO'~""~ ,l•~ • 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 (£) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: \) ~cl_ ~ ~ ~ t...l ~ ...._ ~ 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
... 0 er-c:.. .. Q p • "'~~ ~ ...... 
I 1 Z 3 8/ 5 I (very sa~actory) Comments: ~ ~~ J ~-h. ~ 0 l,_ • \)~ ~~·,~ ~ ~: Q..~ V),~ aw-.:r. J ·- \ 
I 1 2 3 0 5 I (very satisfactory} Comments: O..~cJa.O A • 
I ® o...e"'- ~-..,...; +la... '"''lt \'a)) ~.""~ ..... (;.,, 
1 ~ 3 4 5 I (very satis~~c;.t''l! Commen;;\ :-~~I u..se.~ \ wd1. :"'\.,..;..U,)) ~ -~ ~ "c.• .\•, c. \l \CA. q..,.cs,, l......t- Tf..,.O. "\ c.o-J. 
'!> \No..) "'-"'\ t.l~S.&f'f•'"'~ • S\~ \ssu.e~ ;"'s;.\~"c.~ ~~-\"lN 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning .. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
I 1 2 3 4 Ql (very satisfactory) c;orpments: J4L ~hf'ldf ~ . . ·~· d'7f4. ~ k ~~d • I ad# r.!'t2Jm~ e:P4 · 
r-------..-... ~~tq';u;_ ,Y& ~· .r AU-/At- ~ ~ I 1 PJI fZnte ltNu<te .&A&~~ f'U/~;;~ ~ &UJ ~f2~· ~ 3 4 (!/ (very satisfactory) Comments: '?/-"'~\./ 
&lt~ldtUJ~~~/ 
[ 1 2 3 4 {j) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 cfJ I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) [ 1 {i) 3 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
(very satisf.a~ory) Comments: .. Wfi .~,.~ ~# .~ ~~. • 
t/21( /c~. J' ~ JfU ·~ ~0~/~A 
Vlfdll ~ JW' d"#U~ pw /.coz~- ~ 
(very satisfactory) Comments: 
1 1 2 3 4 (!71 
1 1- - 2- 3 4 C!2J 
.-.... 
I 1 2 3 4 GJJ (very satisfactory) Comments: 
l 1 2 -· 3 4 s . 6 .· @ I (very satosfacto / · ·· • . crm ';d~mments: (rFMa/u-1'~ d? a4'~ 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
I 1 2 3 4 (~ I (very satisfactory) Comments: -rtvz_ ~ f ~ -h ~ 
~~-~1frrld~ 
I 1 2 3 ~ 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: /Vo ~ ~ 
I 1 2 3 4 (V I (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ cJ:e ~ y> do ~ So ~ 
. -=~~. 
I (i) 2 3 4 5 J (very satisfactory) 
I (9 2 3 4 5 ] (very satisfactory) 
I 1 ~ 3 4 5 J (very satisfactory) 
I 1 ~ 3 4 5 J (very satisfactory) 
Comments: ~ ~ ~ · ~ 
~ ~.Jll)ot,'D'f ~~· v~~~~-
comments: &.t '"""-" .;..., ~ ~ c...J:-~ 
~-s~,~~-"· ~ ~~LAAJ~~~L-..~9.77. O~(f 
Comments:~~~~~~ 
~~~-~~ s~~ F~ ~-hr-14. ~ ~­
Comments: --rl<_ P~ c......,_ ~. ~ 
--
I 1 2 3 4 C) J (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ ~ k ~-
I 1 2 ~ 5 J (very satisfactory) Comments: ~-t;;~ P .. f~-~;,,:t- ~ 
s~~~ Si:t:(_ ~-~ ~ J:. 
r" 
r 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
~ ~,..eN~ r;;!-. a-...J._ ;4Wr~ I - ,;~ ..;., Ji"C ~ ~~,._ 
1 2 3 CY 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ r "'tkL ~-t,.c-a.:A·..__ "1... ~ 
v.£., ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
~. -rt~ ~~~L-t.,~;_ -h 
F ilif: -+4--~ .,.-..· J.. ' I 1 2 3 4 (5) I (very satisfactory) Comments: J ~:;:--~ ~ "'6 ~ ~~ 
~.a~~ ~-z. a--. ~ .g ~·d:O ..,.,· ~· ~ 
~Y: ~D Wt.-~ ~- ~~ I 1 2 3 4 (91 (very satisfactory) Comments:!~~~~=-~~ 
\ ~- ~ +4 ' . ~ ~ ; (-' ... ...~. 
• ~ .c:;:--~ ~f~ o:;: ~J'U'fL ~ ?) 
I 1 {i) 3 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: DJM- ~ w~ ~ ~ ~ ~IJ , 
cJiA a.M.. -n.,._  ~t..,u._  
_,f.,-w":i! q.. ~ I ~ ~ /14Att- ~ 
I W ._.).,_,t.... -f'lu._ -1e..j. cPu- ,V  ,PA ·t-t....._ I I ~ . ~ c.·n ,JJ ..., ~·r,~ J'l ~~ ~....-t-. 
1 2 3 (V 5 (v~ry satisfactory) Comments: Wt-~ ~ dN'- ~ ..::+... :~ ·H-~-
'Ik ~ <AD-~ ~ :..,.._ -~ ~ --~--~) ),.J- J. ... ,..,..:..., J... J-t--~ ~ ~~ ~r W.~ ~~- ) 0 \tr~~~,, ff.., 'TV,~ J.'~ ~{..~~ 
()A,~ ' ·~ ~ ~-J cD\ -f]... ,..-- "i ~<-< ~ 1 2 3 4 ~ (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ ~ ~ aA  -t. ~ ,~.,._.,. 
4 G::::u:J\ ,~, ~ VJ•""~~-""' ~~ ~ ~ ,t..,....Q_ fY~ ~. .J ~ ~·a:;t,.. A..lt #-t- ~!£1J!?~(..f ~r.J._ -1-v ~ ~. ,t_ A"~ ~·,ri f.:_ ~ ~ ---
'7 J.,cJ. tJ-f ~ • t-J - .) 0 /~~ - ..J 
2 3 v 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
/;J.- '"iltN rnn--
t) 
I 1 2 3 4 (!) J (very satisfactory) Comments: ~.{~~. ~;., /~~~ ; 
. t::_'.4v J~b-rJ." /} ~w.-,;I.U '"". j;..,
. t ~ . ..,! 
A.::f=""'- ~ ~ (Y .u...J,. ~-:y... r- ..../u:_ 
~ . .. ~-~~ ~~~ . . ·• Lc!u~.-, ~<UA..J 
~zr'!{7Y:JY,..,_"-(A., .L.,.. ~ ..... ,..,.t.. . . 
;Ji/(,1 - . ; . ~ ~ ,., ~ ~, ·~ __ .::.-_ ,W.t-"!-'-"'-~-4 
.J,.u/4_ ·rk ~ ~ .J:.~;.,..j-v.-J -f1-- )~va--
W fAw<d .r..,~ ,_;,! ~ _~--, ._,fYfi,A. . ..c..;t__ ·1}~ ~ 
'I ; 
I 1 2 3 4 1~ I (very satisfactory) Comments: 

Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory} 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory} 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory} 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory} 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory} 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory} 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory} 
Cost: 
~- -1 2 3 4 . 9 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
I 1 2 3 4 (~I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~...-...:-. I 1. - --2 3 4 <!.J] (very satisfactory} Comments: 
~-·1 2 3 4 , !:J (very satisfactory) Comments: 
I. 1 n- H----; 3 4 / ~ )j (very satisfactory} Comments: 
I 1 - --2- 3 4 7~ j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
I 1 2 3 4 5 · -~ (very satisfactory) Comments: 
(unsatisfactory} ,.. 1 2 3 4 -~ J (very satisfactory} Comments: 
Overall Rating: [ ~ 
(unsatisfactory} _ 1 2 3 4 5 'I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
/1 J <(/ 
" I . I 
_ .. ··· I . ./~! 
J 
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Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
~- -l 2 3 4 {j)< j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
A 
~- 1 2 3 4 (9 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 {i. I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 <FJI (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) [ 1 2 GJ 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 {!) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 (i} I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
I 1 2 3 4 e2 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
~- --~ 2 3 4 @) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 G) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 0 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 ® I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) [ 1 @ 3 4 5 I (very satl_sfactory) Comments: 
~ ~ a.L~::f::.;"' ~ /, ~~ .-rn~a~.-< -L , , 
-....;t;u_ ~ ~ '::/11'1 ~ ~...e- 1'1'~· 
Food: 0 ~ l/ · 
(unsatisfactory~ 2 @ 4 5 I (verysatlsfactory) Comments: 
(J~ ~ ~a<U....- xJ...h ..... } ~ ~ ....L-Y' ~ .((!)~ ~. ~ ~0~~~ ~~A~...L~~ Entertdlnment: C/ -- - ~ J 71------ -
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 01 (very satisfactory) Comments: 
\..1'~~ 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: ~ ~ · 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) [1 _____ 2 3 4 0 j (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
1 1 (unsatisfactory) _ 1 2 0 4 s (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) 
.......... I . 1 2 3 (f .. ) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
./""'\ 
[ 1 2 3 ([!} 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Y'\ l- 1 2 3 4 (}) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
[ 1 2 3 4 (DI (ve:!;::':-:1ory).J::~·~.wl~. 
I 1 2 ; 8 .. 5 I (verysatlsfactory) Comments: -~~l.t/&4 NtceJ fvt q_ rv':.t~~ . 
· ~. P,otll u::t t(,.( o,u.a.~ /.JII.4 o.., k: • H()K ~ ~
r-----;;:-=--·------. q-n,.,&,..~  ' ...... ......, ~ ~~ ~0 /:.. I 1 2 (3 " 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: q11 w.)s/~ .l·r ~ 
l...Ott ~<trr.J, ~ YA~ 3 ~ •• a- /l.u.l ~ 
r-------=:------.... ~ w (). s, ~ • • 
I_ 1 2 f) 4 5 I (verys~tlsfactory) Comments: W..'J ~{p~i.:-)tM.. -~ ~~~~/AF1(d .. P~/lf'f\U,.~ 
r--------....----. ~~ )~~ 
I 1 2 3 4 /f) I (very. satisfactory) Comments: 
· W/ · !J~ Y&c~( ~'r!IN 
[-~ 2 3 ({2 5 J (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 Q I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 ® I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 G) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 (!) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) [<!)- 2 3 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 (3 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 {J~, I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 (!)-~ (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
1 (unsatisfactory) 1 2 3 ~ 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
J~~~~.JU(~ 
~~.~~~~). 
v ~ ~ 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) 
Transportation: 
[(!) 2 ) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
,~@ 2 ) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
\0 2 3 4 5 I (vetysatlslacto<y) Comments:~ cL-..__/1'1'~. 
I 1 @ ) 4 5 J (ve7 satisfactory) Comments:'1 k, ~.-J.o ~~ , 
Jt... ~ cLwi r,.,&.. c, bJ~. v-~ 
\ 1 <3) 3 4 5 I (verysatlsfacto<y) Comments:~ ~~J;L ~ 
(p (A ~ ~h~ ~ sd./Yif; 
I (!j) - 2 ) 4 5 J (very satisfactory) Comments: 
(unsatisfactory) I (V 2 ) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) ~- ~ 2 ) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) I G) 2 ) 4 5 \ (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 !(!;) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Focus of Conference: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 {!) 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Packet: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 {!')I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Accommodations: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 /(!) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Food: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 (J2 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Entertainment: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 4 r{!) I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Transportation: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 ({j) 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Cost: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 @ 3 4 5] (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Overall Rating: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 3 c£J 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
Conference Evaluation 
In order to guide planners of future POD conferences, we need your evaluation of the arrangements we made for 
this conference. For each category below, please record your numerical rating and write comments and sugges-
tions that will help us improve future conference planning. 
Quality of Sessions: 
(unsatisfactory) I 1 2 0 4 5 I (very satisfactory) Comments: 
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